John Johnson Collection: pre-1960 ephemera

Penmen

This section has not been catalogued or digitised. It contains mainly single sheets. Books on penmenship collected by John Johnson can be found at the shelfmark Johnson P

Box 1
Austin
Ayres
Beauchesne
Bickham
Bland
Brooks
Browne
Campbell
Champion

Box 2
Clark
Cocker
Dickie
Dundas
Elder
Gery
Gethin
Gilbert
Holden
Johnson
Kippax
Leekey

Box 3
Oldfield
Sanders
Seddon
Shelley
Stewart
Tomkins
Vaux
Watson
Whilton
Wigan
Misc.
Box 4

Continental Penmanship
Barbedor
Bruxellani – Florence 1569

Dutch Collection
Gregor
Materot
Morante
A. Perling
Maria Strick – 1611
Lucas Tely – Amsterdam 1697
Van Den Velde – 1605
Miscellaneous

Box 5

Penmanship General and Miscellaneous
Advertisements of Writing Masters
Portraits of Writing Masters
Trade Cards of Writing Masters
Headings of Deeds
History
Monograms of Alphabets
Oriental Penmanship
Penmanship for the Blind
School Boys Specimens
Miscellaneous

Box 6

Penmanship General and Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous contd.